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Quad Radius Tools Improve Workflow at a Midwest
Fabrication Shop

Increased labor capacity created recurring annual savings of $25,000
An independent, Midwest-based fabrication shop wanted
to increase the capacity of their punch press operations.
They turned to Mate Precision Tooling to help find
ways to improve their operations by reducing material
and labor costs, while improving their output. The
shop increased their available monthly labor hours by
replacing a repetitive process with a tool that improved
the workflow.

Mate Tooling Solutions Provide
Greater Efficiency
Nibbling large holes with a small punch is a frequently
used yet highly inefficient fabrication technique. While
nibbling works, this type of processing causes the
following problems:
• Punching debris that scores and burrs turret bores
• Increased galling on punches
• Increased production time for parts (many hits)
• Increased machine maintenance (side loading)
• Excessive tool wear that leads to more frequent
maintenance and replacement
• Wear and tear on the machine
• Scalloped edges
After visiting the production floor and observing
operations, Mate’s Sales Engineer recommended using a
quad-radius tool in the auto-index station of the punch
press to improve the nibbling process. The auto-index
station rotates a punch and die to any designated angle
dictated by the machine program. A quad-radius tool
uses an arc to create a much larger circle with smoother
edges. It also produces larger holes with far fewer hits
than using a round nibbling punch. In effect, the quad
radius tool puts 8, 12, 16 and 20-inch diameter punches

into a single 2-inch station, increasing efficiency and
greatly reducing the common problems associated with
nibbling.

Increased Efficiency Leads to
Recurring Savings
Before consulting with Mate, the customer spent 90
seconds to nibble each part. Using a quad-radius tool
saved 30 seconds per part. With the customer producing
2,000 parts per month, they saved 1,000 minutes (30
seconds x 2,000 / 60) per month, or 16.7 hours. At a
burdened labor rate of $45 per hour, this equates to a
savings of $750 per month or $9,000 annually.
Perhaps more importantly, the quad-radius tool added
16.7 hours of production capacity per month for the
company, or 200 additional billable shop hours annually.
At a billable shop time of $125 per hour, our customer
now has the potential to increasing billings by $25,000
annually.

